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introspection and movement 
consideration in modern dance 
PARALLEL WITH MOVEMENT AND HUMAN SCALE CONSIDERATION IN ARCHITECTURE 
1 • Movement as Architecture ^ ^ ^ in terpret ing dance movemen t in to architectural languages---- f o rm translat ion 
abstract ing the innate qual i t ies possessed in movemen t and establ ishing t h e m in architecture- meaning translat ion 
2. Movement in Architecture < dr iv ing people t o resemble dance movemen t and t ransform their bodies by architectural design w h e n they move t h r o u g h space incorporat ing d i f ferent kinds of movemen t in archi tecture 
METHODOLOGY 
L Research into deve lopment o f dance f rom prepared, cus tomary art f o rm to mode rn and improv ised nature 
Investigation and analysis t h r o u g h dance per formance, interv iew, workshops and talks. 
3. Selection of potent ia l theor ies or impl ica t ion in specific set o f movemen t t o deve lop exp loratory models for architectural possibil i ty. 
Precedent s tudy on related issues in archi tecture, art instal lat ion, psychology or any phi losophies. 
5. Selection of site t o set t he series of exper ient ia l spaces in to sequence or matr ix organizat ion. 
BACKGROUND AND DEVELOPMENT OF MODERN DANCE- From prepared to improvised movement 
Pioneers 
Isadora Duncan (1878-1927) 
-search for natural movement- human movement in harmony with movement of the earth 
-the use of entire body in the freest possible way- broke tradition 
-free-flowing customs, bare foot and loose hair- belief in natural body for freest movement 
MaryWigman (1886-1973) 
-psychological and emotional approaches to creativity 
-dance as movement alone without music 
-exploration of space 
Martha Gragam (1894-1991) 
-movement built on inhaling and exhaling process- contraction and release 
-motor memory- percussive movement 
Doris Humphery (1895-1958) 
-'fall- recovery'theory- movement from balance and unbalance in body- fall, recovery and suspension 
fierce Cunningham ( 1 9 1 9 - ) 
“'any movement can follow any other movement'- avant-garde 
-collaboration with musician, John Cage- all sound are music 
1960S-1970s 
^Ptidance- nondance- minimal dance- environmental dance- dance without walls- verbal dance- alternative space dance 
collaboration with multi-disciplinary artists- simultaneously development and production- fertile creativity 
1980S 
defy gravity 
use of movement to define human body- humanistic approach 
1990S onwards 
using other forms of movement to continually redefine modern dance- evolving- reflective 
Anna Halprin ( 1 9 2 1 - ) 
exploration ofhowthe mind informsthe body 
and how the body can inform the mind 
through one's own creative process, each will 
find a path of personal discovery through 
movement 
She addresses the individual body as a meta-
phor for the larger collective body and world 
peace 
The Process is thePi 
Anna Halprin 
Body awareness and Improvisational exercises 
as a base for modern dance 
movement exercise- body awareness- self-
consciousness- creativity 
OBSERVATION AND INVESTIGATION 
Wear me out (improvised dance, music and art installation) 21/8 
Apparition (modern dance and interactive media) 16/9 
Play Play (body theater) 25/9 
Nijinsky (modern dance) 30/9 
Workshop on modern dance (organic movement and transformation system) 3/10 
Workshop on modern dance 10/10 
Inward Journey - Break (improvised dance, music and art installation) 14/10 
Wear Me Out 
離 
\ 
Apparition Play Play 
iNijinsky Workshop 
EXERCISE 1 - w a l k i n g 
OBSERVATION 
change in speed of walking 
stop according to announcement 
resume walking 
sense of one self to surrounding 
slower motion and much constrained movement 
bend of the body gradually in walking 
much inward looking 
ARCHITECTURE IN MOVEMENT 
(suggestion of different language and 
position of architecture shaped by the 
forces in dance movement) 
traditional thinking as architecture as shelter and directly 
deals with gravity 
pathway suggested by structural 
allow both hands to reach the floor 
further change in level of the human body 
both hands and knees are used for moving 
movement changes to crawling, tendency to shift left and right 
formation of a loop by itself 
limbs are refrained from movement 
other parts of body are used instead like shoulder and waist 
movement changes to dragging and turning 






visual memory of the surrounding when moving forward 
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CONVERSION -sensitive self- exploration and realization 
丨叩 rovisation 
a performance given extempore without planning or preparation 
Human being 
3 person 
Body + mind 
the physical structure of a human being + the totality of conscious and unconscious mental 
processes and activities (reasons, thinks, feels, wills, perceives, judges) 
Free from customary norm 
challenge traditional dressing, form, music, location 
Eniotion + senses 
an affective state of consciousness and faculties by which humans perceive stimuli originating 
from outside or inside the body 
Movement - Exploration -Experience- Self- consciousness 
awareness of own postural body shapes, relationship with space and energy and intentions in 
affecting movement qualities and expression 












Analogy in architecture- in search of connotation in it 
Architecture 
the art and science of designing and constructing buildings 
Body + mind 
the principal mass + spirit of the building 
Free from customary norm 
challenge traditional perception of architecture as functional building or mere artistic sculp-
ture in the city 
Emotion + senses 
an affective state of consciousness and faculties by which humans perceive stimuli originating 
from outside or inside the architecture 
Movement - Exploration -Experience- Self- consciousness 
synaesthesia: A sensation felt in one part of the body as a result of stimulus applied to another 
dance/ movement elicit the potential and under-
standing of our bodies or even 
ourselves 
architecture understanding potential and 
connotation of one self and 
even architecture itself? 
e x e r c i s e 2 - b o d y a w a r e n e s s e x e r c i s e 
Process interpretation 
1. rest on ground to have empty mind and body 
identify how the inner and outer shape of body change in 
breathing cycle (change in magnitude, pace and directions) 
think and feel how the joints of body parts interrelated and 
moved 
sense the weight of body to the ground 
3- isolation of body parts but move only one part to see how it 
affects the whole body and how energy is transferee! 
《improvise to try how your body can move through space 
and time and hence the expression of it 
quietly lie on the floor again to have reflective imagery 
about what have been done which constitutes to a memory 
and current feeling and perception 
emptiness isolation exploration reflective discovery 
O 
M 
quiet, calmness to rest move wi th isola-
and sense t ion of single body 
part 
vs 
move wi th isola-
t ion of whole 
body excpet a 
single body part 
ItlHl 
expansion < - > 
contraction 
exhale < - > 
inhale 
rise <-- > fall 
h e h 
10 
emptiness isolation exploration reflective discovery 
•O 
EMPTINESS 
EMPTINESS IN DANCE MOVEMENT , 
Emptiness is identified as a state for people to withdraw from daily burden, established perception and routine. 
EMPTINESS IN ARCHITECTURE -sense of withdrawal 
En^ptiness in architecture can be an experiential concept that can be played in different ways, as an exploration for possible conditions for people to withdraw, relieve 
or purely perceive. It does not necessarily refer to conventional perception of emptiness as nothing or unoccupied. 
！ identify emptiness as 
'^rneasurability- overwhelmingness- homogeneity 
endlessness- indefiniteness, and 
Withdrawal-silence. 
Yet, emptiness at the same time provides opportunity for us to infill content. Such neutral architectural space can be interpreted as the readiness to new ideas. 
'"^nneasurability- overwhelmingness- homogeneity 
acing the sea, we cannot see its boundary because of 
Gu「relative size to i t It extensiveness and homogene-
ity of wavy form and sound further cultivate a sense of 
eniptiness to the viewers. 
endlessness- indefiniteness 
With light, a line is shown, a surface is shown, a volume is 
shown. We can see our world because objects are reflected 
by light to form our vision. Absence of light, we can only per-
ceive emptiness. Hence, in total darkness, we see endless-
ness and indefiniteness and we know it is emptiness. 
withdrawal-silence 
When a person is confined to a space away from the out-
side, attention turns to oneself. Such silence and intro-
spection constitute a sense of emptiness. 




'SOUTION IN DANCE MOVEMENT 
Isolation refers to the practice of using single body part as an impetus to set the body in motion or to move the whole body with only a particular body part freezed. It is to 
achieve a concentration on the quality of each body part and its relationship with others. 
'SOUTION IN ARCHITECTURE - sense of introspection 
Architecture possesses the quality of isolation can prepare a platform for people to feel detached from outside world, for concentration of own self. 
，garded isolation as 
aefiniteness- edges- boundary, 
^'Stance-detached, and 
focus. 
definiteness- edges- boundary 
Uear edges or boundary define space, isolate space. 
distance- detached 
With a distance large enough, different parties will 
kind of detachment. 
focus 
A focus drawn about by a contrast gather concentration. 
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PRECEDENT STUDY ON THE IDEA OF EXPERIENTIAL ARCHITECTURE 
James Turrell, as an artist, he believes that the use of light is o pose question and pleasure to 
the readers, eventually to seduce them to investigate and discover the quality or essence this 
element. His works demonstrate how individual existence, the self, determines perception and 
hence such perception determines the images of the world. 
PiranesI is renowned for his introduction of non-perspectival spatial relationship and impossible 
structure shown in his drawings which opened up people's a new vision for imagination. By hav-
ing simultaneous interior and exterior views, juxtaposition and layering of objects and planes, the 
space'he created is regarded as psychophysiogical space. It means that spatial perception con-
sists of both visible and virtual images. 
Abstracting from the context and material resolution, those isolated objects are appreciated as 
'pure sign, turned solely back onto itself 
(John Hendrix, Architecture Forms and Philosophical Structure, Wiley-Academy, Peter Lang, New 
York, 2003, p. 139) 
\ 
James Turrell, The Inner Way 
Piranesi's drawings 
14 
Aldo Rossi reduced architecture to an exploration of space with elemental figures. In Cuneo 
Monument, it was the hollow cube that nourished a kind of'pure, essential architecture'that was 
regarded as abstracted architecture.To him, architecture should be a venue for thought. 
To Rossi, public space was not much about celebrating community life visually, but about creat-
ing a scene that was conducive to reflection, meditation.' 
(Rafael Moneo, Theoretical anxiety and Design Strategies: in the work of eight contemporary archi-
tects, MIT, Cambridge, 2004, p. 112.) 
Frank Lloyd Wright believed that pure architecture should eliminate the 'insignificant'. 
(Robert Krorenburg, Spirit of the Machine: Technology as An Inspiration in Architectural Design, Wi-
ley-Academy, Chichester, 2001, p. 55-56) 
Adolf Loos quested for simplicity of form and the idea of anti-architecture. 
'Ornament is crime, like a tattoo on the human body; a sign of degeneration.' 
'building should be dumb outside and reveal its worth on the inside.' 
(Robert Krorenburg, Spirit of the Machine: Technology as An Inspiration in Architectural Design, Wi-
ley-Academy, Chichester, 2001, p. 57) 
Tadao Ando searched for pure formal geometry and the exposure of'authentic' materials like 
concrete, steel and glass. He also attempted to manipulate architectural design to arrange light-
ing, sound and temperature for enhancing people's sensitivity to a sense of place. It is demon-
strated in his building like the Wedding Chapel in Osaka. 
'I seek to instill the presence of nature within an architecture austerely constructed by means of 
transparent logic The elements of nature- water, wind, light, and sky- bring architecture derived 
from ideological thought down to the ground level of reality and awaken man-made life within it.' 
(Robert Krorenburg, Spirit of the Machine: Technology as An Inspiration in Architectural Design, Wi-
ley-Academy, Chichester, 2001, p. 60-61) 
Aldo Rossi, Cuneo Monument 
-m 
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Adolf Loos, Steiner House 
Tadao Ando, Wedding Chapel 
15 
PRECEDENT S T U D Y ON T H E IDEA OF T H E INNATE QUALITIES IN S E Q U E N T I A L O R D E R 
JamesTurrell presented a kind of 'Sense Movement' in'Minami- Dera'in Art House Project. 
emptiness isolation 
total darkness at first produced 
no visual perception 
light will become visible after 6 
minutes that part of the space is 
recognised 
exploration 
curiosity aroused and people 
wni try to discover more and 
more in the'darkness' 
reflective discovery 
reconstruction of the spatial and 
temporal experience in a way of 
introspection 
PRECEDENT STUDY ON THE IDEA OF THE INNATE QUALITIES IN SEQUENTIAL ORDER 
Enric Miralles presented a kind of 'Time Movement' in Igualada Cemetery. 
emptiness •> isolation exploration 
1. empty site without plantation 
2. fresh materials 
1. intended tree growing 
2. material rusting and 
weathering 
1. randomly tree growing 
2. unpredictable material rusting 
reflective discovery 
1. trees eventually buried the cem-
etery 
‘City of the death is transformed into 
a park where the living can also stay 
awhile' -by Zabalbeascoa 
PRECEDENT STUDY ON THE IDEA OF THE INNATE QUALITIES IN SEQUENTIAL ORDER 
Daniel Liberskind presented a kind of 'Emotion Movement' in Jewish Museum. 
emptiness •> isolation exploration •> reflective discovery 
visitors know nothing about the 
holocaust 
zip-zag plan divided the journey 
into segment to facilitate single 
emotional experience 
different experience and mean-
ing emerge when one goes 
through different segments 
visitors reconstruct the experience 
after completing the journey 
why 
introspection? 
BUSTLING CITY LIFE 
Thesis objective: 
Slow or quiescent programs are emphasized to UNPACK and REDEFINE SENSES, CONTRASTING the busy urban mass, enriching the monotonic walking experience in city 
For city: For people: 
- to offer alternatives and richer spatial experience in customary routines - to encourage moments of introspection or ^ , . . 
- to review another side of existing segregated urban fabric preparation mode before entering another """" " r s e P 
-to establish new relationship between bridge and buildings program 
for readiness to new ideas (to work or to learn) 
for tranquillity 
Emptiness in theory 
Scientific investigation shows that if environmental stimuli 
are too low, people will automatically try to move faster in impover-
ished environment or by creating much stimuli from within himself. 
This 'experience' of consciousness is the'experience' of the'void； of 
'nothingness', o f emptiness'. It is therefore not a philosophical or 
aesthetic concept, but a notion derived from personal experience. 
A straight passage is the shortest, but not necessarily the most 
pleasurable or most exciting connection between two places. 
(He suggested that Japanese places tend to expand space in the 
intimate relationship between building by increasing experien-
tial time through reducing the speed. 'Space is created by'killing' 
(slowing down) time' 
From Shinto toAndo, Gunter Nitschke 
vs 




The elevated walkway of Obrien Road cutting through the city fabric and crossing four major roads in Hong Kong is chosen as a site for experiment 
Distinctive characteristics of the site: 
It is one of the longest bridges in Hong Kong over four busy traffic highway 
Its linear form carries strong unidirectional sense, linking point to point only 
It locates between high-rise buildings with high proximity to podiums of the buildings 
It acts as advertisement channel with billboards on two sides and hot spot for sale promo-
There is no resting place along the bridge or within buildings regardless of the length and 
ght respectively 
There are ever- changing stimulus and attraction on two sides of the bridges 
The usage of it varies. On the bridge, there are mainly moving mass (white collars and tour-
ists). Underneath is occupied by elderlies or drug addicts who stay for whole days. 
The position of the bridge segregates the understanding of the building, dividing into 
three parts {below it, on it and above it) 
It reduces the space of the original streetscape, blocking out view to sky and sunlight but 
form a homogenous roof for the street below 
23 
Behavioural pattern of pedestrians on the bridge: 
L Fixed behavioural pattern can be observed as individual has to 
follow the pace of others - keep rushing without stoppage 
2. People only walk in single direction 
There is lack of interaction despite the concentration of mass 
4. They only have speed- driven walking experience 
5. They mostly focus straight- forward on the destination at the 
f^r end, and they are sometimes attracted by the people doing exercise 









^ ^ I - B J i i i i L J L ^ 
below ^ . 
• I office 
• • residential building 
• governmental building 
• vendor/commercial 
restaurant 






For residents and workers- a platform 
For workers and tourists- channel 
For community- a semi-open gathering place 
n 
Perceived path formed by edges of buildings 
Weak interaction and understanding of the roads below 
3 main elements-
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• • • • • BELOW BRIDGE 
27 
site interpretation sketch 
three zonings can be identified according to the accessibility on ground level and density of buildings 
from MTR towards harbour front 
28 
circulation diagram 
record of people flow and staying point on and below bridge 
facade material interpretation model 
4 
how to introduce 
introspection in 
architectural design? 
immeasurability- overwhelmingness- homogeneity -[SCALE & MATERIAL] 
a 
immeasurability- overwhelmingness- homogeneity 
Facing the sea, we cannot see its boundary because of our relative size to it. It extensive-
ness and homogeneity of wavy form and sound further cultivate a sense of emptiness to 
the viewers. 
Chikatsu Asuka Museum . Go'Shrine Memorial to the Murdered Jews 
Massive materials and largeness compared to Homogene i ty of Europe 
human formed by the Repetition and stunning scale of 
extensive pebble the whole site dominate one's vi-
flooring sion 
Sketches of vision larger than 180 degree for achieving overwhelming 
emptiness in sight 
32 
endlessness- indefiniteness -[DARKNESS & LIGHTING] 
endjessness- indefiniteness 
With light, a line is shown, a surface is shown, a volume is shown. We can see 
our world because objects are reflected by light to form our vision. Absence 
of light, we can only perceive emptiness. Hence, in total darkness, we see 
endlessness and indefiniteness and we know it is emptiness. 







Elevated platform • shows 
the merging of column with 
tree trunks to enforce the 
endlessness of shadow in 
light 
Sketches of different lighting arrangement in space to create indefiniteness in darkness 
or brightness 
33 




When a person is confined to a space away from the out-
side, attention turns to oneself. Such silence and intro-
spection constitute a sense of emptiness. 
James Turrell's 'Open Sky' installa- Swiss Expo 
tion The blurred environment cre-
The only window at the center of the ated by fog disables eyesight to 
confined space limits senses to sight create the effect of indefinite-
only ness and endlessness 
Sketches of withdrawal senses in space 
34 
studies 
Study on movement and speed 
Bernard Tshumi's inhabited bridge 
Four bridges are designed for different programs accommo-
dating both human and vehicular circulation at the core and 
deck respectively. They connect the city also vertically with 
escalators, ramps and elevators within the structure.These'in-
habited bridges'again stresses on efficiency and high speed. 
Saiwan staircase and podium 
Stairs in Saiwan which forms intimate spaces with landing 
as informal garden terrace more than entrance to buildings. 
They slow down one's pace and lead one to see the backdoors 
of buildings. Senses are aroused like sound of the water run-
ning. 
" i 
Sunbath on the Washington Heights roofs d 
Study on breathing space on rooftop and podium 
Podium as gardens in modern residential buildings 
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-unpack and redefine one's sensation subtraction of speed 
limitation in movement 
diminishment of visual and sound 
target users: 
people who transit from one program to others or intentionally explore these spaces 
-contrast by relational intervention =human scale vs overwhelming scale 
• void vs solid 
• movement vs static 
compression vs projection 
target users: 
people who remain rushing on the bridge or passer-by who want resting place in this long pathway 
fi site section aa site section bb' site section cc site section dd' site section ee' 
study models tight as the only visual stimulatkm 
一 ！-•• 
overwhelming by hom<x 
from ceilif^ to wall and f 
stairs to reduce one's pace and unpack senses to forget busy lives 
unpacking journey attraction of brightness ahead transition of lighting for a new program 
46 
floating box 
solid vs void, movement vs static 
47 
visual focus change along the path 
reflective introspection 
chaotic reflection vs peaceful slit of light 
48 
visual focus change along the path 
reflective introspection 
chaotic reflection vs peaceful slit of light 
vertical extension 
projection of space for indefiniteness 
study models on specific spatial qualities 
ideas about endlessness and vastness 
51 
ideas about searching and tranquility 
ideas about scale and proportion 
53 




sketches on possible design strategies 
55 
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possible attitude can be proposed in urban scale consideration 
taking up existing active programs after working hour along the 
bridge as an alternatives to the working class 
involvment in art activities as users or audience to unpack and 
rediscover one's senses 
(sculpture, music, art — texture, audio, visual) 
smaller pocket space to take up lower floors 
transformation of the bridge configuration to gradual transition to 
space of introspection 





landscape/ park as a concept to link up places of introspection 
(pure experiential + minimal program) instead of point to point 
perception of a traditional bridge 
(lighting, scale, material) 
56 






landscape across building 
option 3-
interweaving of exisitng 




:500 study models 
： 2 0 0 study model 
;500 study model 
-XNrtMK
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schematic model (beginning to shape an introspective journey) 
A introspective journey against lifelessness and familiarity 
SOLITUDE & MEDITATION 
Sense of individuality 
UNPACKING 









final design stage 
1:200 study model 
bridge sculpted as a volume on site 

final 1:500 model 
66 
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Bustling city environment and monotonous walking experience on foot-
bridges decline sensational awareness ofpublictowards themselves and 
their relation with the surrounding. Yet, bridge design should be treated 
seriously like a building design that provides dialogue between people 
and space instead of a mere emphasis of functionality and efficiency. 
Can a reconstitution of a bridge help bringing about an introspective 
journey recalling one's sense? 
A journey from underground to sky is proposed through 
the cautious positioning and organization of retreat programs (book-
store and yoga center) against homogeneous movement. Contrast and 
framing oneself in different situation encouraging encounter between 
strangers (situationalism) triggers people to see and think. It is a thesis 
exploring how architectural design can awaken one's senses towards 
himself and the environment. It is also a strive to challenge traditional 
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locki of different mbvenr^nt and tranquility along bridge 
YOGA CENTER 
Inessand movement 
moving n ass to jfind fA/indow of retreat from different 
persgeqi^ v^ f^ oga ^ erdse 
YOGA c 麵 
BOOKSTORE 
contrast between proportion and scale 
inverted volume provides contrast in spatial quality (from small to 
tremendous scale) and contrasting programs (tranquility in 
readinq^and solitude vs restlessness in movement underneath) 
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Exploded diagram Circulation diagram 
ROOF 
-vista back to whole bridge 
BOOKSTORE 
-from public to isolated reading space 
BOOKSTORE 
-hidden circulation to much private reading area 
BOOKSTORE 
-main circulation along inhabitable bookshelves 
provides opportunity for encounter between different 
readers 
BRIDGE LEVEL 
-pathway function of the bridge is sustained with 
programs organized above and below bridge 
BRIDGE LEVEL 
-meandering journey provided with endless effect 




contrast b e t w e e n p r o p o r t i o n and scale 
L 




row staircase, high ceiling 
the shift an removal of 
books of the bookshelves 
forms ever- changing fa-
cade and encounter be-
tween different readers 
bright skylight (internal reading space) 
strip light for public 
and general reading space 
contrasting lighting 
國 m r t 人 ： 义 -
e n W S 
facade design (bookshelves as facade) 
searching and discovering is encour-
aged through opening and lighting 
、 
、""-、>-•‘ 
a path towards most 
intimate and confined individu-
al rooms that connect to the sky 




highlight of contrasting scenes and body parts 
YOGA CENTER 
contrast between stillness and movement 
/ A 
section CG i m section 
pocket spaces are designed along balustrade 
where framing 
framing contrasting movement 
and speed from different levels 
“少‘’ 丨《 . 
movement m 
yoga center vs 
resting place pro-







framing of body parts in movement and stillness 
75 
interaction between movement in different speed 
(yoga - slow, walking - fast, sitting- static) 
^ ^ Ultimate connection to sky 
stimulation Is made through the i 
overwhelmindness of the high • ^ 
bookihelves feca-
staircase leadAig to Individual soli-
viewing back (he whole bridge as 
a total differ^t experience than 
what peoplei percept dally on 
light above) and staircase general 
reading space (slit of light) will be 
I through the gaps 
JDookshelves i^s jextended .tOj 
hint the program above i 
sage 1$ shifted 
iple to the maln^tetrcase 
ing bookshelf- facade and the 
secret passage towards exte-
rior private reading room 
framing 
and Junction of staircase con-
necting to ground level 
FRAMING 
pocket space design h 
the balustrade to att ac 
pletostayandrealis jtl 
In contrast with th 
walking 
BACK TO BUSTLING 
CITY LIFE 










This thesis is not just a'design project'but a precious platform for me to explore different attitudes 
towards architectural design. The topic enabled me to test out how far architecture can go in a year 
of searching and studies from different perspectives. Yet, there is never a definite answer towards 
an issue. The searching and thinking behind thesis will not end here. We still keep going beyond 
our perception and past boundary in thinking and design, for shaping our own attitude towards 
architectural design. 
I would like to thanks my instructor, Dr. Ho Puay-peng who inspired me with each thoughtful discus-
sion. His open-minded attitude and knowledge towards various theories helped me to approach 
my thesis from different angles. I enjoyed my conversation with Prof. Eymen Homsi, Maggie, Win-
nie, Chris, Kevis and Annie which I always got stimulation from. 
May I here to thanks those colleagues who have been so supportive and encouraging in the past 
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